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Abstract
Adding candidates to a one-dimensional common-interest voting model, this
paper shows that catering to centrist voters can come at the expense of social
welfare. The electoral advantage of doing so is weak, however, resolving the
long-standing puzzle of why candidates remain so polarized, empirically.
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Introduction

A prominent empirical feature of elections is polarization: across twelve U.S.
presidential elections from 1972 to 2016, for example, 89% of Americans rated both
major candidates as weakly more extreme than they rated themselves on a sevenpoint liberal-conservative scale, while only 12% rated both candidates as weakly more
moderate.1 Statistical analyses of the U.S. House, Senate, presidency, and state
legislatures reach similar conclusions: elected o¢ cials behave similarly to the most
extremely liberal and conservative voters in the electorate.2
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From the perspective of standard election models, polarization is puzzling. If an
extremely liberal candidate moved to the right, for example, liberal voters should still
favor her over her a conservative opponent, but moderate voters should join her side.3
Based on this logic, the well known median voter theorem predicts that candidates
in an election should both adopt centrist platforms— not only when they value winning, as in Downs (1957), but even when they have polarized policy preferences, as
in Calvert (1985), because indulging policy preferences requires winning …rst. Extensions of these early models have proven the logic of the median voter theorem to
be extremely robust.4
One thing that might make a candidate reluctant to compromise is a conviction
that her policy proposals are in voters’best interest. If she can convince voters of
this, she may win their votes without needing to moderate her policy position. In
fact, compromising on the truth may only hurt her cause. In that spirit, this paper
explores a common interest model of elections, after the tradition of Condorcet (1785):
voters share a common desire to do whatever is truly best for the group, but disagree
for informational reasons what policy would be best. I adapted that voting model
to a spatial environment in McMurray (2017a), showing (for exogenous candidate
platforms) that equilibrium voting behavior matches many empirical features of realworld elections. This paper proceeds by backward induction to analyze candidate
platform selection.
The basic trade-o¤ that candidates make is the same here as in standard privateinterest models: even if extreme positions deliver better policy outcomes, they still
sacri…ce the votes of voters who believe di¤erently. However, two new subtleties
emerge. First, it is well known that the pivotal voting calculus leads voters to favor
underdog candidates, and the analysis below makes clear that this includes candidates
disadvantaged by their own extreme policy positions. This leads to a jury theorem,
stating that the candidate whose platform is truly superior wins the election with
high probability, whether it is extreme or moderate. If a candidate were convinced
that an extreme policy best serves the electorate, for example, she could con…dently
adopt that position, trusting voters to recognize her position as superior, and elect
her to o¢ ce.
Both to keep the analysis tractable and to transparently isolate and give emphasis
3

Throughout this paper, female and male pronouns refer to candidates and voters, respectively.
This logic is so robust, in fact, that Roemer (2004) refers to the “tyranny of the median voter
theorem.”
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to the underlying incentives at work, candidates in the model below are not endowed
with exogenous con…dence in their policy positions, or even with private signals:
they have no information beyond the common prior, and so are ex ante identical.
Nevertheless, candidates develop endogenous con…dence in opposite directions, with
a surprisingly strong polarizing e¤ect. This is because of a second subtlety, which
is that a candidate faces a pivotal calculus of her own, as her platform choice will
matter if she wins, but not if she loses.
As in private-interest settings, moderate policies attract votes from moderate voters, without sacri…cing the support of extremists. If candidates are su¢ ciently motivated to win, a median opinion theorem therefore states that candidates propose
identical policy platforms. For reasonable levels of o¢ ce motivation, however, the
forces above lead candidates to polarize despite their desire to win. In fact, candidates who are determined to win at all costs can still polarize maximally, con…dent
that moderation is unnecessary. These equilibrium predictions are consistent with
empirical evidence that elections penalize extreme candidates, but only slightly.
In standard models, compromising between the interests of the liberal left and
the conservative right maximizes social welfare, because centrist policies minimize
the disutility imposed on voters who prefer something very di¤erent. Indeed, the
prediction that candidates should moderate even when they hold intrinsically polarized preferences can be viewed in that context as the “invisible hand” of political
competition. On the other hand, empirical polarization must then be interpreted as
evidence of some inexplicable political failure.
In the common-interest setting below, convergence instead amounts to a spatial
form of pandering— compromising the truth and prioritizing popularity over principle. The geometry of this pandering closely mirrors concerns that are expressed
prominently in popular discourse, further corroborating that voters and candidates
view elections through a common interest lens. Polarization may still be troubling,
but for the new reason that extreme policies are premature until consensus can be
reached.

2

Related Literature

Following the convergence results of Hotelling (1929) and Downs (1957), numerous theories have attempted to explain polarization. Notable among these is the
3

probabilistic voting literature.5 As Wittman (1983) points out, candidates who are
policy motivated and cannot perfectly predict election outcomes never converge, because deviating from a convergent position makes a candidate better o¤ if she wins
and no worse o¤ if she loses. However, candidates and voters share an interest in
reducing electoral uncertainty, and Calvert (1985) clari…es that if uncertainty is mild
or o¢ ce motivation is strong then polarization is minimal. Polarization may be substantial if there is aggregate uncertainty, but as Section 7 explains, this amounts to
common-interest voting, as in the model below.6 That section also shows examples
where polarization is slight with aggregate uncertainty but increases with the various
other assumptions made below.
Existing literature on common-interest elections focuses on information aggregation and on abstention or other voter behavior.7 For the most part, this work also
retains Condorcet’s binary structure or extends to a small number of alternatives
and truth states. In McMurray (2017a) I treat a continuum of policy alternatives
and truth states, but candidate platforms are exogenous. This paper is the …rst to
explore polarization in a spatial common-interest setting.8
Another literature focuses on the policy choices of a single incumbent politician in
an implicitly common interest environment characterized by a representative voter.
Like this paper, the pandering models of Canes-Wrone, Herron, and Shotts (2001)
and Maskin and Tirole (2004) highlight a possible trade-o¤ to a politician between
doing what is popular and doing what is right. In Harrington (1993), the politician
resists the temptation to pander with the expectation that voters will learn the truth,
and reward him accordingly. The policy choice in these papers is binary; below, I
show that a spatial model o¤ers richer insight into the geometry of pandering, which
matches empirical evidence. An electoral setting with more than one candidate is
also essential for analyzing polarization, which is the central topic of this paper.
See also Prato and Wolton (2017), where o¢ ce motivated candidates converge on
5

See Duggan (2013) for a review.
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whatever is favored ex ante, thereby preventing information aggregation by delivering
voters a degenerate policy menu.

3

The Model

A society consists of N voters and two political candidates, A and B. As in
Myerson (1998), N is drawn from a Poisson distribution with mean n. Together,
these voters and candidates implement one policy x from an interval X = [ 1; 1] of
alternatives. One of these policy alternatives z 2 X maximizes voter welfare, and
voters and candidates all prefer policies as close as possible to z.9 However, the
location of z is unknown: at the beginning of the game, z is drawn from a known
distribution F with density f . This density is log-concave, meaning that ln f (z) is
concave in z.10 For ease of exposition, f is also symmetric around the origin, meaning
that f ( z) = f (z).
The structure of the election game is as follows. In a …rst stage, the two candidates simultaneously commit to policy platforms xA 2 X and xB 2 X. Observing
these platforms, voters each vote simultaneously for one of the two candidates. The
candidate w 2 fA; Bg who receives more votes wins the election and implements
her proposed platform, breaking a tie if necessary by a fair coin toss. If policy x is
implemented when z was optimal, each voter receives the following utility,
u (x; z) =

(x

z)2

(1)

which declines quadratically with the distance between x and z.11 Candidate utility
(where 1j is an indicator function that equals one if w = j and zero otherwise)
uj (x; z) = u (x; z) + 1j
9

(2)

Voters and candidates can be said to be welfare motivated. Section 7 also considers sel…sh
voters and candidates, who prefer speci…c policies regardless of z. In McMurray (2017a) I explain
that basically sel…sh voters and candidates might act welfare motivated as large elections amplify
altruism. Sel…sh candidates might also act welfare motivated to cultivate a favorable image or
legacy.
10
Log-concavity is exhibited by many of the most commonly used distribution functions (see
Bagnoli and Bergstrom, 2005).
11
Quadratic utility is not essential but is standard, and is convenient because expected utility is
quadratic in x and maximized at the expectation of z, conditional on any available information.
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is similar, but a candidate receives an additional bene…t if she wins o¢ ce. In spite
of this slight di¤erence, voters and candidates are both said to be welfare motivated.
Before voting, each voter observes a private signal si , drawn from the interval
S = [ 1; 1] according to a known distribution G (sjz) with density g (sjz). Conditional on z, these private signals are jointly independent. The family of conditional
distributions G (sjz) satisfy the monotone likelihood ratio property (MLRP), meaning
0 jz)
increases in z, for all s0 > s. For ease of exposition, g is also symmetric,
that g(s
g(sjz)
meaning that g ( sj z) = g (sjz) for any s and z. For any z, g (sjz) also has full
support on S. Though voters share a common interest, a spectrum of private signals
translates by Bayes’rule into a spectrum of private opinions regarding which policy
is optimal.12 si can also be referred to as a voter’s ideology, ranging from the liberal
left to the conservative right.
It would be natural to assume that candidates observe private signals of z, just
as voters do. If anything, candidate signals ought to be more informative than
the typical voter’s, as candidates have career incentives to stay informed and have
privileged access to information sources. However, candidate signals would introduce
technical complexities that are beyond the scope of this paper, and so are excluded
from the model. One interpretation of this is that candidates do receive signals, but
publicly (and truthfully) reveal their policy opinions before the election takes place,
so that the prior distribution f already takes these into account. Whether candidates
possess private information or not, they should also infer whatever they can about
voters’private signals from their equilibrium voting behavior.13 Adding candidate
signals is an important direction for future work, but omitting these signals is also
useful for clarifying the equilibrium inference and emphasizing how in‡uential it can
be: below, candidates polarize even when they start from identical beliefs about what
policies would be best.
In the subgame associated with any pair (xA ; xB ) 2 X 2 of candidate platforms, a
voting strategy is a measurable function v : S ! (fA; Bg) from the space of signals
12

In McMurray (2017a) I emphasize how single-peaked preferences make voters risk averse, so that
those with imprecise signals favor moderate policies, consistent with various empirical evidence. In
line with those observations, Garz (2018) presents empirical evidence that information has a causal
e¤ect on voter polarization.
13
Candidate signals complicate the model considerably because of higher order beliefs: if she tries
to infer her opponent’s signal or voters’ signals from their behavior, a candidate must take into
account that their behavior re‡ects a mixture of their own private signals and their guesses of her
own signal (as well as her opponent’s guess of voters’guess of her own signal, and so on).
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into the unit simplex over the set of candidates, with vj (s) specifying the probability
of voting for candidate j 2 fA; Bg in response to signal s 2 S. Let V denote the set
of such strategies. Abusing notation, let v (s) = j indicate the pure strategy with
vj (s) = 1 and v j (s) = 0, where j is candidate j’s opponent, and when clear from
context, let event j also denote the event w = j of candidate j winning the election.
When his peers all vote according to the strategy v 2 V , a voter’s best response
v br 2 V maximizes the expectation Ew;z [u (xw ; z) ; v] of (1) for every private signal
realization in S. A (symmetric) Bayesian Nash equilibrium (BNE) in the voting
subgame is a strategy v that is its own best response.14
A voting strategy : X 2 ! V in the complete game speci…es voting behavior for
every subgame. Let denote the set of such strategies. (xA ; xB ; ) 2 X 2
is a
(symmetric) perfect Bayesian equilibrium (PBE) if (xA ; xB ) constitutes a (symmetric) BNE in the voting subgame associated with every platform pair (xA ; xB ) 2 X 2 ,
and the platform choice xj of candidate j 2 fA; Bg maximizes the expectation
Ew;z [u (xw ; z) + 1j ; x j ; ] of (2), taking her opponent’s platform x j and the voting
strategy as given.

4

Voting

This section analyzes equilibrium voting in the subgame associated with an arbitrary pair xA xB of candidate platforms, …rst for …nite n and then for the limit as
n grows large.15 If voters follow the voting strategy v 2 V then, in state z 2 Z, each
votes for candidate j 2 fA; Bg with the following probability.
(jjz) =

Z

vj (s) g (sjz) ds

(3)

S

As Myerson (1998) explains, (jjz) can also be interpreted as the expected vote share
of candidate j in state z, and the numbers NA and NB of A and B votes are independent Poisson random variables with means n (Ajz) and n (Bjz), respectively. By
the environmental equivalence property, a voter within the game reinterprets NA and
NB as the numbers of votes cast by his peers; by voting himself, he can add one to
14
With Poisson population uncertainty, BNE are necessarily symmetric across voters (Myerson,
1998).
15
Lemmas 1 and 2 and Proposition 1 extend the parallel results for speci…c F and G in McMurray
(2017a).
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either total.
With quadratic utility, a voter’s basic inclination would be to favor the candidate
whose platform is closest to E (zjsi ). However, a voter’s behavior will have no impact
on his utility unless his vote happens to be pivotal (event P ), meaning that it reverses
the election outcome. As Austen-Smith and Banks (1996) point out, therefore, a voter
optimally conditions his behavior on that event, and supports the candidate who is
closest to E (zjP; si ). Since G (sjz) satis…es MLRP, signals further to the left or right
indicate to a voter that z lies further to the left or right, respectively. Accordingly,
Lemma 1 characterizes best response voting as an
( ideological strategy vt with some
A if s < t
ideology threshold t 2 S, meaning that vt (s) =
. In particular, the
B if s > t
best response to ideological voting is ideological, with an ideology threshold that
B
between the two candidates’platforms. A …xed
increases in the midpoint x = xA +x
2
point argument, together with this monotonicity, guarantees the existence of a unique
equilibrium ideology threshold t (x), that is symmetric and increases in x.16
Lemma 1 There exists a unique function t : X ! S such that, for any (xA ; xB ) 2
X 2 with midpoint x 2 X, the ideological strategy vt (x) characterized by t (x) constitutes a BNE in the voting subgame. For xA 6= xB , vt (x) is the unique BNE.
Moreover, dtdx(x) > 0 and t ( x) = t (x).
Since voters share a common interest, the observation of McLennan (1998) applies:
if a voting strategy is socially optimal, it is also individually optimal, and therefore
constitutes an equilibrium. Showing that a socially optimal strategy exists is not
trivial, but Lemma 2 does so by using the MLRP of G (sjz) to show that every
non-ideological strategy is dominated by an ideological strategy, and then invoking
the extreme value theorem on the compact set of possible ideology thresholds. The
unique equilibrium identi…ed in Lemma 1 is therefore the uniquely optimal voting
strategy.
Lemma 2 For any xA < xB there exists a uniquely optimal voting strategy v
arg maxv E [u (x; z) ; v], which also constitutes a BNE in the voting subgame.

=

Low realizations of z generate more liberal signals than conservative signals, and
when voters follow an ideological strategy with threshold t, this translates into more
16
This generalizes Lemma 1 and Proposition 1 from McMurray (2017a), which assumed speci…c
distributions f and g and did not characterize t .
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A votes than B votes. Symmetrically, high realizations of z generate more B votes
than A votes. Somewhere between these extremes, there is a unique state of the
world z (t) = arg minz j (Ajz; vt )
(Bjz; vt )j that equalizes candidates’vote shares
more than any other. As Myerson (2000) explains, a pivotal vote becomes less likely
in general as n grows large, but becomes exponentially less likely in states other than
z (t). Whatever his private signal, therefore, a voter assigns probability close to one
on state z (t), conditional on being pivotal. If candidates are positioned with x < z (t)
then he should respond by voting B; if x > z (t) then he should vote A. But citizens
with other signal realizations have the same incentive, so neither of these scenarios is
compatible with equilibrium. Lemma 3 thus concludes that the equilibrium ideology
threshold tn adjusts as n grows large, so that z (tn ) approaches x exactly.
Lemma 3 For any x 2 X, the limiting equilibrium threshold t1 (x) = lim tn (x)
n!1

solves z (t1 (x)) = x.

A well known consequence of the pivotal voting calculus is the underdog e¤ect:
one additional vote for an expected winner is less likely to matter than one additional
vote for the expected loser. In McMurray (2017a) I emphasize how this can make
voters less extreme: when candidate platforms are symmetric, for example, a voter
may privately believe the state to be quite high, so that B is far superior to A, but
if he is correct then B should win the election handily; if his vote makes or breaks
a tie, truth is likely less extreme than he had thought. In that paper, such a voter
might simply abstain from voting.
When platforms are asymmetric, the pivotal calculus and underdog e¤ect can
also make voters more extreme. For example, a citizen with si = 0 holds perfectly
moderate private beliefs. If x > 0, so that A is closer to the origin, such a voter would
feel inclined to vote for candidate A. If the optimal policy is truly centrist, however,
then other voters should favor A as well, and a tie is unlikely. If his own vote makes
or breaks a tie, it is likely because the optimal policy is actually to the right of the
origin, and may even favor candidate B. In that sense, the pivotal voting calculus
favors extreme candidates: unconditionally, an extreme candidate is less likely than
her opponent to win the election, but a pivotal vote suggests that truth is on the
extremist’s side, so she is better than she otherwise would seem.
From a welfare perspective, it may seem undesirable that pivotal considerations
lead voters to favor the candidate who is worse in expectation. Contrary to that
9

intuition, however, Lemma 2 has already stated that equilibrium voting is socially
optimal. Letting j = arg minj jxj zj denote the candidate whose platform is truly
superior, candidate j wins with certainty in the limit as n grows large. This is
simply the (slightly generalized) Jury Theorem, stated here as a proposition.
Proposition 1 (Jury Theorem) For any (xA ; xB ) 2 X 2 , lim Pr (w = j ; vn ) = 1.
n!1

Proposition 1 relies crucially on the equilibrium balancing highlighted in Lemma
3. Suppose, for example, that xA = :8 and xB = 1. Of these platforms, xA
maximizes welfare when z :9 but xB maximizes welfare when z :9. Since xA is
superior for so many realizations of z, only voters with the most extreme realizations
of s believe B to be the better candidate. Depending on the distributions F and
G, this group might not constitute a majority, even when z truly exceeds :9. In
equilibrium, however, the logic of Lemma 3 is that a pivotal vote is more likely when
z is more extreme. Thus, voters favor candidate B (the underdog, in this case) more
than they would if they ignored the pivotal voting calculus. The consequence is that
a full half of the electorate votes for candidate B when z = :9 exactly (even if far
fewer than half have private signals directly supporting such a vote), more than half
vote for B when z > :9, and fewer than half vote for B when z < :9. In this way,
pivotal considerations and the implied equilibirum balancing ensure that the proper
candidate wins in every state of the world.
The analysis of this section has focused on voters, but the jury theorem sets
the stage for candidate polarization, which is anayzed in the following section. To
see this, brie‡y consider a model di¤erent from the one posited in Section 3, in
which candidates are supremely overcon…dent, each favoring some policy sj , convinced
(erroneously) that this is socially optimal— that is, believing with probability one
that z = sj . In general, though she (believes that) she knows which policy is socially
optimal, she dares not commit to this policy in an election, because controlling policy
requires winning …rst, which requires a moderate platform (ideally, not too di¤erent
from sj ) that will attract as many votes as possible. In large elections, however, the
jury theorem implies that such a candidate need have no inhibitions: individual voter
misperceptions will average out, and the electorate will correctly favor whichever
candidate’s platform is truly superior. She can thus be con…dent doing what (she
believes) is truly best for welfare, as this is also a winning strategy. In fact, this
conclusion does not change if candidates place high value on the perks of winning
o¢ ce.
10

5
5.1

Candidates
Polarization

Section 4 analyzes the subgame associated with an arbitrary platform pair, showing that the ideological voting strategy vt (x) characterizes the unique equilibrium
response to platforms xA 6= xB . This section analyzes candidates’platform choice
in the …rst stage of the game, taking voters’equilibrium response as given. Let t
denote the strategy in
that speci…es vt (x) for all (xA ; xB ) pairs (including pairs
with xA = xB , for which any v constitutes an equilibrium).
To begin this analysis, Lemma 4 states the existence of a candidate’s best response
to her opponent’s strategy x j , taking t as given. If candidates do not care about
winning (i.e. if = 0) then (2) is quadratic in the policy choice, so expected utility
is maximized at the expectation of z. Since candidates are assumed not to observe
private signals, and given the symmetry of F , the ex ante expectation E (z) = 0 lies
at the center of the policy space. As Lemma 4 states, however, this is not the policy
that a candidate chooses. Instead, she updates her expectation to re‡ect the event
of winning the election. Since equilibrium voting is ideological, the candidate on the
left wins when lots of voters received low signal realizations, which tends to happen
when z is left of center; the candidate on the right tends to win when z is right of
center. Left of x j , candidate j’s best response is the expectation of z condtional
on beating x j from the left. Right of x j , her best response is the expectation of
z conditional on beating x j from the right. Whichever of these policy positions
provides greater utility is the candidate’s best response.
Lemma 4 For any x j 2 X, a best response xbr
j (x j ; t ) exists for j = A; B. If
br
br
= 0 then xbr
j satis…es xj (x j ; t ) = E zjw = j; xj ; x j ; t .
It may seem odd that a candidate should condition her beliefs on the event of
winning the election, as the timing of her platform choice is before she knows whether
she will win or not— and even before votes are cast. The logic for this amounts to a
sort of pivotal calculus, analogous to that performed by voters: if a candidate loses
the election, her policy choice will not a¤ect her utility, so she restricts attention to
situations in which she wins, and chooses a platform that will be optimal in that
event, just as a voter votes in a way that will be optimal if his own vote turns out to
make or breaks a tie.
11

Building on Lemma 4, Theorem 1 states that a perfect Bayesian equilibrium exists. Given the symmetry of the model, candidates’ equilibrium platforms can be
symmetric around the origin. This does not rule out the possibility of asymmetric equilibrium platforms, but in large elections, the jury theorem ensures that the
candidate on the left wins with near certainty when z < x while the candidate on
the right wins when z > x, so candidates’expectations converge to E (zjz < x) and
E (zjz > x). The game of Section 3 therefore reduces in large elections to a simpler
game in which candidates adopt platforms and the platform closest to the true z is
= x, so at least in the
implemented. x = 0 is the only solution to E(zjz<x)+E(zjz>x)
2
case of = 0, asymmetric equilibria become symmetric in the limit (if they exist).
For ease of exposition, relabel candidates so that A is on the left. Then, platforms
converge to xA;1
lim xA;n = E (zjz < 0) and xB;1
lim xB;n = E (zjz > 0).17
n!1

n!1

Theorem 1 For any n, there exists one platform-symmetric PBE. If
for any sequence (xAn ; xBn ; n ) of PBE, lim xjn = E (zjz > 0).

= 0 then,

n!1

If candidates adopted centrist platforms (0; 0), voters would be indi¤erent, and
might vote randomly. Their pivotal calculus would then tell candidates nothing,
leading to identical posteriors E (zjw = A) = E (zjw = B) = 0. This might seem to
validate (0; 0) as an equilibrium platform pair, but it is not: a candidate who deviates from (0; 0) will trigger a di¤erent subgame where voters vote ideologically, thus
revealing information that validates the deviation. Thus, at least when = 0 and n
is large, Theorem 1 establishes equilibrium polarization. In fact, this polarization is
substantial: xA and xB lie at the means of opposite sides of a partition. Examples
1 through 3 o¤er stark examples of this. Such polarization is remarkable, given that
candidates in this model are identical: their polarizing beliefs are purely endogenous.
1 1
; . These are the
Example 1 If F is uniform on [ 1; 1] then xA;1 ; xB;1 =
2 2
25th and 75th percentiles of F . If voter signals are drawn from the family of linear
densities g (sjz) = 21 (1 + sz) for s 2 [ 1; 1], as in McMurray (2017a), then private
expectations E (zjsi ) = s3i range only from 13 to 31 , making candidates more extreme
than any voter.
17

Note that existence and asymptotic uniqueness (up to a relabeling of candidates) do not require
model symmetry: asymmetries in F , G, or u may produce x 6= 0, but a compact X and continuous
best-response functions guarantee equilibrium existence, and a log-concave f guarantees a unique
solution to E(zjz<x)+E(zjz>x)
= x (as E (zjz < 0) and E (zjz > 0) both increase with slopes less than
2
one).
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Example 2 If X = R and F is standard normal then xA;1 ; xB;1
( :80; :80),
which are the 21st and 79th percentiles of F . If voter signals si = z + "i di¤er from
z by an amount "i N (0; 1) then a voter’s expectation E (zjsi ) = s2i is less extreme
than either candidate’s platform with probability :74.
In McMurray (2017a) I point out that many applications are best characterized
by binary truth, meaning that one of two extremes is ultimately optimal. To exit
an economic recession, for example, competing economic theories recommend either
substantial economic stimulus or no stimulus at all. Intermediate levels of stimulus
could be useful in the face of uncertainty, but are clearly not optimal, per se. Similarly, public funding can be split between two programs with a similar purpose, such
as increasing teacher salaries or reducing class sizes to improve education, but if truth
were known that one of these programs is actually more e¤ective, it should ideally
receive all available funding. Harrington (1993) proposes that deep philosophical
attitudes toward the proper role of government may be binary, as well, as voter favor either “extensive or minimal government intervention in the economy”. With
applications such as these in mind, Example 3 shows that candidates are maximally
extreme when z is binary.
Example 3 If F is uniform on f 1; 1g then xA;1 ; xB;n = ( 1; 1), making candidates the most extreme members of society.

5.2

O¢ ce Motivation

Section 5.1 focuses on the case of = 0, meaning that candidates care about the
policy outcome but do not care who wins the election. To many observers, however,
candidates in the real world seem highly motivated by prestige and other perks of
winning o¢ ce.18 Accordingly, this section analyzes the case of > 0.
If candidates polarize, there will be voters who favor policies between the candidates’platforms. By moving her own platform toward her opponent’s, a candidate
can attract some of these voters to her side. This is true even if truth is binary,
as in Example 3: a candidate who splits funding between increasing teacher salaries
and reducing class sizes will attract more votes from voters who are unsure which
program is better, than a candidate who funds just one or the other.
18
Entry decisions are not modeled here, but presumably, individuals who value o¢ ce most highly
should be the most likely to run.
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When
is low, a candidate largely foregoes the support of centrist voters to
remain as close as possible to E (zjw = j). As the importance of winning increases,
polarization decreases, as Theorem 2 now states.19 If is su¢ ciently large, the two
candidates’platforms coincide, just as in standard median voter theorems. Theorem
2 is labeled the median opinion theorem because the voters attracted by centrist
platforms are not those with centrist bliss points, but those with centrist signals of
the common bliss point. As Section 5.3 emphasizes below, this subtle di¤erence has
important consequences for social welfare.
Theorem 2 (Median Opinion Theorem) There exists such that, in the platformsymmetric BNE,
implies xB ( ) = 0, and otherwise xB ( ) decreases in .
Given the importance of public policy decisions, arbitrarily large values of may
not be relevant empirically. With quadratic policy utility, for example,
4 makes
a candidate willing to implement the worst policy in X, in order to win, which seems
implausible. If winning compensates a candidate for policies that deviate from the
= 14 .20 Moreover, in
optimum by 21 , which is 25% of the length of X, then
analyzing the case of large , Theorem 2 …xes the electorate size n. This matters
because Section 5.1 emphasizes the polarizing impact of the jury theorem, which is
a limit result. Suppose, for example, that candidates were grossly overcon…dent
in their policy analysis, so that each (wrongly) believed with probability one to have
identi…ed the truly optimal policy z^j . Believing this to be the case, each would believe
that, in large elections, a policy position xj = z^j will prevail almost surely against
any competing platform. Thus, in large elections, deviating from the policy that
seems best would be unnecessary, and candidate platforms would approach xj;1 ( ) =
lim xj;n ( ) = z^j , regardless of . In light of these observations, Theorem 3 now
n!1
…xes and analyzes behavior as n grows large. The result is that polarization can be
quite robust. To illustrate this, Examples 4 through 6 extend Examples 1 through
3.
Theorem 3 If xB;n ( ) is the sequence of platform-symmetric BNE platforms then
xB;1 ( ) = lim xB;n ( ) = max 0; E (zjz > 0) 21 f (0) .
n!1

19
Theorem 2 focuses on the platform-symmetric equilibrium, where uniqueness facilitates clear
comparative statics, but if equilibria exist with asymmetric platforms, the same reasoning guarantees
that platforms coincide (not necessarily at zero) for above some .
20
In general, compensates for a policy that
p di¤ers from z by a distance that, as a fraction of the
total width of the policy space, is given by 21
.
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Example 4 If F is uniform on [ 1; 1] then xA;1 14 ; xB;1 14
( :44; :44),
which are the 28th and 72nd percentiles of F . This is only slightly less polarized
than Example 1 and, for the linear g (sjz) of Example 1, is still more polarized than
21
any voter. Platforms only coincide if
1 = 2, which seems implausibly high.
( :75; :75),
Example 5 If X = R and F is standard normal then xA;1 41 ; xB;1 14
which are the 31st and 69th percentiles of F . If voter signals si = z + "i di¤er from
z by an amount "i
N (0; 1) then this is more polarized than a random voter’s exsi
pectation E (zjs) = 2 with probability :74. Platforms only coincide if
1 = 4,
meaning that winning compensates a candidate for any policy outcome.
If truth is binary, as in Example 3, polarization is perfectly robust. As Example
6 now states, candidates polarize to opposite extremes of the policy space for large
values of , just as they do for = 0. It remains true that a moderate platform
would win more votes, and when is large, a candidate is willing to promise any
policy in order to win, but in a large election, compromise is simply unnecessary: if
truth is on a candidate’s side then she will win even from a polarized position, and if
truth is against her then she will lose even if she moderates.
Example 6 If the domain of F is f 1; 1g then xA;1 ( ) ; xB;1 ( ) = ( 1; 1) for
any , still making candidates the most extreme members of society.

5.3

Welfare

In private interest settings, the policies that maximize social welfare lie at the
political center. By compromising between the extreme left and extreme right, such
policies minimize the total disutility that voters su¤er from a policy that is far from
their bliss points.22 Policy preferences might tempt candidates toward the extremes,
but the need to win acts as an “invisible hand”, pushing candidates toward the
center in pursuit of votes. Bernhardt, Duggan, and Squintani (2009) amend this
logic slightly, pointing out that some di¤erence between candidates can be desirable,
if “shocks” to voter preferences occur after platform commitments have been made:
21

Here, 1 denotes the limit of the sequence of thresholds n for which xB;n ( ) = 0 for all
n.
22
Davis and Hinich (1968) show this formally. If voters’loss functions are linear or quadratic, for
example, then the utilitarian optimum lies respectively at the median or mean of the distribution of
voter bliss points. Generically, it is strictly between the lowest and highest bliss points.
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in that case, the median voter bene…ts from positions slightly left and right of center,
for option value. O¢ ce motivation in candidates still bene…ts voters to a point, but
can make them excessively centrist, limiting voters’range of choice.
In the setting of this paper, voters and candidates share common interests and the
bene…t to candidates of winning is zero-sum, so it is uncontroversial to measure welfare
simply by expected policy utility. When = 0, voter and candidate preferences are
identical, so the logic of McLennan (1998) implies that socially optimal behavior is
also individually optimal and can arise in equilibrium, as Proposition 2 now states.
Section 5.2 therefore makes clear that when > 0, candidates are overly centrist.
Proposition 2 For any n, there exists a strategy vector xA;n ; xB;n ; n 2 X 2
that maximizes EN;s;w;z u xw;n ; z . If
= 0 then this vector also constitutes a
PBE, and xB;1 ( ) = E (zjz > 0).
Proposition 2 can be understood in the same light as Bernhardt, Duggan, and
Squintani (2009): if the candidates had to agree on a single policy platform, the best
choice would be in the center, but distinct platforms provide option value, allowing
voters to make a choice after determining what is best. However, the result here is
more stark: according to Examples 1 through 3, the optimal policy positions can be
more polarized than any of the voter opinions, and may even lie at the far extremes
of X.
Favoring policies that please voters but make society worse o¤ amounts to a form
of pandering, reminiscent of Canes-Wrone, Herron, and Shotts (2001) and Maskin
and Tirole (2004). A spatial model adds geometry, though, that these binary models
cannot: to be popular, a candidate avoids extreme policies even when they would
improve welfare. As Section 6 discusses, this mirrors concerns that are often expressed
in real-world elections.
The problem of pandering is especially pronounced in the binary environment of
Example 3, where o¢ ce motivated candidates compromise on a centrist policy even
when they know that the optimum lies at one of the two extremes. In the examples
of Section 5.1, such compromise could take the form of splitting funding between
superior and inferior programs, or issuing moderate sized economic stimulus that is
certainly either much too large or much too small.
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6

Evidence

Hall (2015) presents causal evidence, using regression discontinuities from primaries, that extreme candidates are penalized in general elections. By itself, this
only deepens the puzzle of why candidates should polarize: by moderating, a candidate would win more votes. The reluctance to compromise is often attributed to
the in‡uence of extremist supporters who serve as donors, activists, and primary voters. In the most recent US presidential primaries, for example, many liberal voters
favored Bernie Sanders even though Joe Biden was widely viewed as more moderate
and therefore more likely to win the general election. According to Brady, Han, and
Pope (2007) and Hall and Snyder (2013), primary elections actually favor extremists
on average.
That extremist supporters penalize centrist candidates can of course explain why
candidates polarize, but begs the new question of why voters or party elites should
behave this way: if they truly have sway over candidates, then they themselves face
the trade-o¤ of a standard candidate positioning game: pushing their candidate to be
more extreme improves policy outcomes conditional on winning, but makes winning
less likely. In equilibrium, these voters should favor moderate candidates, by the
original logic of the median voter theorem.
The analysis above reconciles these …ndings by clarifying that the penalty for
polarization is small, so candidates still polarize. This is consistent with evidence in
Ansolabehere, Snyder, and Stewart (2001), Canes-Wrone, Brady, and Cogan (2002),
and Cohen, McGrath, Aronow, and Zaller (2016), that extreme candidates often beat
centrists. Related to all of these observations, I show in McMurray (2017a) that
voters who prefer one candidate over the other also tend to expect that candidate to
win: 96% of ANES survey respondents who voted Democrat in the 2012 presidential
election also predicted a Democratic victory, while 83% of Republican voters predicted
a Republican victory. The model above does not formally include primary elections,
but in McMurray (2017a) I show that primary voters are the most con…dent in their
policy opinions; in light of the evidence summarized here, these also seem the most
prone to view an extreme candidate as invincible.
Almost two centuries ago, Tocqueville (1835, p. 175) wrote in praise of political
parties that “cling to principles rather than to their consequences”. More recently,
the American Political Science Association (1950) issued a manifesto advocating to
“keep parties apart,”and calling for “responsible parties”who believe that “putting
17

a particular candidate into o¢ ce is not an end in itself”. From a standard privateinterest perspective, such recommendations are odd, as centrist policies are socially
optimal. They …t neatly in the common-interest paradigm here, however, as a call
for candidates to pursue whatever policies are truly best, rather than pandering to
the center.
This perspective also reinforces candidates’reluctance to compromise. 1964 Republican presidential candidate Barry Goldwater famously defended his extreme policy positions, for example, by proclaiming that “extremism in the defense of liberty
is no vice,” and “moderation in the pursuit of justice is no virtue.”23 This can also
explain why many Democrats and Republicans criticize moderates within their own
parties for being overly timid, labeling them DINO or RINO (i.e. Democrats- or
Republicans-in-name-only). 2000 Green party presidential candidate Ralph Nader
famously disparaged Republicans and Democrats as “look alike parties”, “Tweedledum and Tweedledee”.24

7

Sensitivity Analysis

The model above assumes that voters and candidates are all welfare motivated
and that voters make strategic inference from the event of a pivotal vote. This section
explores how sensitive polarization is to relaxing these various assumptions, using a
series of examples with the linear densities of Examples 1 and 4 and then the binary
speci…cation of Examples 3 and 6. This approach quanti…es the importance of pivotal
considerations of voters and candidates, albeit only for special cases of F and G. It
also relates the model above to a standard private interest framework. Each example
focuses on the limiting platform pair xA;1 ( ) ; xB;1 ( ) in the unique sequence
platform-symmetric equilibria, as a function of o¢ ce motivation . Derivations
behind these examples are presented in the Appendix.
De…ne a sel…sh candidate to have utility uj (x; x^j ) = (x x^j )2 + 1j that is
quadratic in the policy outcome, like (2), but with idiosyncratic bliss points x^j different from z. In contrast, the candidates de…ned in Section 3 are welfare motivated.
In Example 1, welfare-motivated candidates endogenously favored policies 21 and 12 ;
Example 7 now shows that, if sel…sh candidates exogenously favor the same policies,
23
24

See https://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/politics/daily/may98/goldwaterspeech.htm.
See http://www.cbsnews.com/news/nader-assails-major-parties.
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they are still extreme relative to voters, but are only half as polarized as before.
Example 7 If F is uniform on [ 1; 1], voters are welfare motivated and strate1 1
; , then xA;1 (0) ; xB;1 (0) =
gic, and candidates are sel…sh with (^
xA ; x^B ) =
2 2
1 1
; . If g (sjz) is linear as in Example 1 then this is more polarized than a ran4 4
( :22; :22), which is more
dom voter with probability :75.
xA;1 41 ; xB;1 41
21
:66. Platforms only coincide if
polarized than a random voter with probability 32
1 = 2.
Since sel…sh candidates want the same policy as welfare motivated candidates, it
might seem that, for a given , they should adopt identical platforms. That they do
not can be understood in terms of candidates’pivotal calculus: since the candidate
closest to z wins the election, slightly adjusting one platform only matters when
z = x. When that happens, a welfare motivated candidate is actually indi¤erent
between the two policy platforms, but a sel…sh candidate still strongly prefers her
own platform to her opponent’s, and so moderates further to secure the win. For
any , then, sel…sh candidates are less polarized.
So far, all of the examples above assume that voters are strategic, making inference
from the event of a pivotal vote. Example 8 assumes instead that voters are naive, and
so fail to make use of this information. A naive voter votes A if E (zjsi ) < x and for
B if E (zjsi ) > x (using E (zjsi ) as strategic candidates use E (zjsi ; P )). If candidates
are purely welfare motivated then this has no e¤ect on polarization, because naive
voting is just as informative in the limit as strategic voting. If candidates are also
o¢ ce motivated, however, then polarization decreases substantially, because voters no
longer favor the underdog extremist, so vote totals are more sensitive to polarization,
and the reward to moderation is higher. For = 14 , for example, platforms are only
30% as polarized as before.
Example 8 If F is uniform on [ 1; 1], candidates are welfare motivated, and voters
1 1
are welfare motivated but naive, then xA;1 (0) ; xB;1 (0) =
; . If g (sjz) is lin2 2
ear as in Example 1 then this is more polarized than any voter. xA;1 41 ; xB;1 41
( :13; :13), and if g (sjz) is linear then this is only more polarized than a random voter
1
with probability :13. Platforms coincide if
1 = 3.
Examples 7 and 8 make clear that polarization falls relative to the model of Section
3 if candidates are sel…sh or if voters are naive. Example 9 combines both of these
19

ingredients, and polarization declines further. Even if candidates do not care at all
about winning o¢ ce, candidates are only 30% as polarized as when they are welfare
motivated and voters are strategic, and are only more polarized than a random voter
with probability :37. If = 14 then candidates are only 10% as polarized as before,
exceeding a random voter only with probability :09.
1 1
; ,
Example 9 If F is uniform on [ 1; 1], candidates are sel…sh with (^
xA ; x^B ) =
2 2
and voters are welfare motivated but naive, then xA;1 (0) ; xB;1 (0)
( :13; :13)
1
( :03; :03). Platforms coincide if
and xA;1 14 ; xB;1 41
1 = 3.

The naive voters in Examples 8 and 9 still form expectations of the optimal policy.
An alternative speci…cation of naivete could be for voters to simply vote their signals,
voting A if si is closer to xA than xB and voting B otherwise. Example 10 shows
that this has a similar impact on polarization. If = 0 then candidates are only
half as polarized as when candidates are welfare motivated and voters are strategic,
and are only more polarized than a random voter’s signal with probability :25. If
= 14 then candidates are 38% as polarized as before, exceeding a random voter’s
signal with probability :19.
Example 10 If F is uniform on [ 1; 1], candidates are sel…sh with (^
xA ; x^B ) =
1 1
; , and voters are welfare motivated but vote their signals, then xA;1 (0) ; xB;1 (0) =
2 2
1 1
;
and xA;1 41 ; xB;1 41
( :19; :19). Platforms coincide if
1 = 1.
4 4
In these several examples, si is uniform on [ 1; 1] and conditionally i.i.d. Example
11 now modi…es Example 10 by assuming that si are i.i.d. uniform instead. If
voter signals are unrelated to the state variable and voters merely vote their signals,
however, then they are functionally equivalent to idiosyncratic ideal points x^i = si .
Thus, Example 11 constitutes a canonical speci…cation of private interest elections
with sel…sh voters. For the case of = 0, Wittman (1983) points out that platforms
cannot coincide in equilibrium, as a candidate who deviated toward her ideal point
would then make herself better o¤ if she wins, and no worse o¤ if she loses. That
logic remains true here for …nite electorates, but as n grows large, platforms converge
to xA;1 ( ) = xB;1 ( ) = 0, so that polarization vanishes in the limit.
1 1
;
Example 11 (Private Interest) If candidates are sel…sh with (^
xA ; x^B ) =
2 2
and voters are sel…sh with ideal points x^i uniform on [ 1; 1], then xA;1 ( ) ; xB;1 ( ) =
(0; 0) for any .
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Polarization vanishes in Example 11 because, when x^i are i.i.d., the election is
asymptotically deterministic: as n grows large, the distribution of realized voter ideal
points converges to the known prior. When candidates polarize symmetrically, this
makes the election outcome highly sensitive to either candidate’s policy position, giving either candidate a strong incentive to moderate slightly, with the result that they
converge in the limit, as in Calvert (1985). Winning no longer conveys information,
so welfare motivated candidates would do the same.
In contrast, when x^i are only conditionally i.i.d., as in the preceding examples,
uncertainty about z induces aggregate uncertainty, meaning that candidates do not
know which of two platforms will win. Actually, this is quite general: De Finetti’s
(1980) theorem states that any joint distribution of ideal points that is symmetric
across voters can be decomposed so that x^i are i.i.d., conditional on some latent
variable z, and this latent variable can de…ne an object of common value.
If x^i do not represent voters’true preferences, but only candidates’perceptions of
voters’preferences, then another source of aggregate uncertainty could be systematic
polling errors that lead both candidates to perceive the entire electorate as more
liberal or conservative than it truly is. Voters and candidates both have incentive to
minimize such errors, however, so this source of uncertainty should be small. When
candidates polarize equally, slight uncertainty about the location of the median voter
generates substantial uncertainty as to who will win, so intuitively this might seem
su¢ cient to sustain polarization. However, polarization actually requires more than
this: a polarized candidate must be uncertain who will win even if she moderates her
policy position.25
Examples 7 through 10 assume a particular family of linear signal densities. Example 12 instead considers the binary truth setting of Examples 3 and 6. As noted
above, this is appropriate for many speci…c applications, and Harrington (1993) even
proposes this as an apt description of voters’broadest competing worldviews. With
binary truth, there is no state of the world that makes voters indi¤erent between xA
and xB : one of the two is always superior. Asymptotically, this removes the margin
on which candidates can adjust to increase their vote shares. As a consequence,
candidates polarize to the extremes of the policy space, regardless of candidate motivations or behavioral voting.
25

If the median voter were symmetrically distributed between " and ", for instance, polarized
platforms x and x would win with equal probability, for any x, but equilibrium platforms could
be no more polarized than 2" and 2", as otherwise deviating to 0 would win with certainty.
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Example 12 If the domain of F is f 1; 1g then xA;1 ( ) ; xB;1 ( ) = ( 1; 1) for
any , whether candidates are welfare motivated or sel…sh, and whether voters are
strategic, naive, or vote their signals.
For linear g (sjz), Examples 7 through 11 make clear that candidates polarize at
least a little bit as long as candidates face aggregate uncertainty about the electoral
outcome, but the extent of polarization is sensitive to assumptions about candidate
motivations and voter sophistication. Example 12 makes clear that, if truth is binary,
polarization is completely robust. Together, these examples make clear that polarization can be more or less sensitive to various theoretical forces but relies crucially
on common interest voting.

8

Conclusion

From the perspective of standard private-interest election models, polarization is
both vexing and perplexing, representing some inexplicable democratic failure. This
paper casts polarization in new light, through the common-interest lens of Condorcet
(1785). Ironically, polarization stems from unity: a candidate trusts voters to recognize her superior policy position and support her, even when her opponent is less
extreme. Centrist policies do attract more votes, but novel equilibrium forces make
the penalty for extremism small, consistent with empirical evidence, so that candidates can be as extreme as the most extreme voters, even when they want very badly
to win. This polarizing con…dence can arise endogenously, even when candidates
start from identical preferences and beliefs.
Relaxing the assumption of binding platform commitments, I show in McMurray
(2017b) that a common-interest model similar to the one here can explain why large
margins of victory convey policy “mandates”from voters, which can be shaped even
by votes for losing parties. Unlike standard private-interest models, the model above
also extends readily to multiple dimensions, as I show in McMurray (2020), eplaining
why logically related issue positions are bundled together so consistently, so that
multidimensional political contests seem nearly one dimensional.
In the model above, voters are candidates’ only source of information, and are
collectively infallible. Future work should model candidate signals, and should also
explore impediments to voters’and candidates’learning. Polarization might decline
if candidates lose con…dence that voters will fully learn the truth. Alternatively,
22

polarization might increase if election outcomes are determined by swings in public
opinion that policy positioning cannot control.
Policy recommendations from standard private-interest models might include raising o¢ ce holder salaries or otherwise strengthening o¢ ce motivation, to incentivize
moderation. In the model above, this can indeed decrease polarization, but only by
increasing pandering, which reduces welfare.26 Generalizing the information structure
seems especially important in that regard: if candidates are somehow overcon…dent,
for example, polarization might be excessive. Empirically, candidates do seem to
over-polarize, given that elections tend to be close, suggesting that voter consensus is
weak, and the optimal policy positions E (zjw = A) and E (zjw = B) should be similar. Certainly, under-polarization does not seem an immediate danger. The most
unassailable policy priority may simply be to ensure that information is as widespread
and accurate as possible.

A

Appendix

Proof of Lemma 1. In terms of (3), the numbers NA and NB of A votes and B
votes are Poisson random variables with means n (Ajz) and n (Bjz), so the joint
distribution of vote totals a and b is simply the product
(a; bjz) =

e

n (Ajz) n (Bjz)

a!b!

[n (Ajz)]a [n (Bjz)]b

(4)

of Poisson probabilities. Candidates A and B win the election with the probabilities
Pr (Ajz) = Pr (NA > NB jz) + 21 Pr (NA = NB jz) and Pr (Bjz) = Pr (NA < NB ) +
1
Pr (NA = NB jz), where the second term in both expressions re‡ects the possibility
2
of winning a tie-breaking coin toss.
Because of the environmental equivalence property of Poisson games (Myerson,
1998), a voter reinterprets NA and NB as the number of votes cast by his peers:
his own vote will add one to either total. His vote can be pivotal (event P ) if the
candidates otherwise tie or if one candidate trails by exactly one vote but would win
26

That private- and common-interest models that are otherwise so similar can deliver such opposite
welfare perspectives underscores the danger of taking the standard paradigm for granted.
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the tie-breaking coin toss; in terms of (4), this occurs with the following probability.
1
1
Pr (NA = NB + 1jz) + Pr (NB = NA + 1jz)
2
2
1
1
(k; kjz) +
(k; k + 1jz) +
(k + 1; kjz)
(5)
2
2

Pr (P jz) = Pr (NA = NB jz) +
=

1
X
k=0

In terms of these variables, Lemma 1 of McMurray (2017a) states that the best
response is ideological, with the following ideology threshold,
tbr =

x E (zjP )
x E (zjP )
=
2
E (z jP ) xE (zjP )
V (zjP ) + E (zjP )2 xE (zjP )

(6)

which depends on the midpoint x between the two candidates’ platforms and on a
voter’s expectation
R
z Pr (P jz) f (z) dz
(7)
E (zjP ) = RZ
Pr (P jz) f (z) dz
Z

of the optimal policy, conditional on the event of a pivotal vote.
The proof of Proposition 1 of McMurray (2017a) shows that the best response
ideology threshold tbr (t) to an ideological strategy with ideology threshold t decreases
with t, and using that fact shows that if xA < xB then there exists a unique …xed
point t = tbr (t ) that characterizes an ideological strategy that is its own best
response. From (6) it can be seen that, for any t 2 X, tbr (t) depends on xA and xB
only through the midpoint x; accordingly, an ideological strategy vt with ideology
threshold t characterizes the unique equilibrium response to any pair of candidate
platforms with the midpoint x. From (6) it is clear that tbr (t) also increases in x,
for any t; since tbr (t) decreases in t but increases in x for any t, the solution t (x) to
t = tbr (t ; x) increases in x, as claimed.
For an ideological strategy, (3) can be rewritten as follows.
Z t
(Ajz; vt ) =
g (sjz) = G (tjz)
(8)
1
Z 1
(Bjz; vt ) =
g (sjz) = 1 G (tjz)
(9)
t

From these it is straightforward to show that (Aj z; v t ) = (Bjz; vt ), which by
(4) through (7) translates into symmetric pivot probabilities (i.e. Pr (P j z; v t ) =
Pr (P j z; vt )) and therefore symmetric expectations E (zjP ; v t ) = E (zjP ; vt ) and
E (z 2 jP ; v t ) = E (z 2 jP ; vt ). If tbr (t ; x) = t , therefore, then from (6) it is clear that
tbr ( t ; x) =

E

x + E (zjP )
=
xE (zjP )

(z 2 jP )
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tbr (t ; x) =

t

as well. In other words, t ( x) =

t (x).

Proof of Lemma 2. The …rst step is to show that if v 2 V is non-ideological then
there exists an ideological strategy vt such
R R 1with E [u (x; v) ; vt ] >R ER [u (x; v) ; v]. To
that end, de…ne vt such that (B; vt ) = Z t g (sjz) f (z) dsdz = Z S vB (s) g (sjz) f (z) =
(B; v). This is well de…ned because the left-hand side decreases in t, from 1
(for t = 1) to 0 (for t = 1).
Say that (B; v) < 21 , so that t > 0; otherwise, symmetric arguments apply.
That G (sjz) satis…es MLRP implies that
0 0
0
0
gR (s jz ) g (sjz) > gR(s jz) g (sjz ) for anyR s0 > s and z 0 > z. Writing (Bjz; v) =
t
1
v (s) g (sjz) = 1 vB (s) g (sjz) ds + t vB (s0 ) g (sjz) ds0 in terms of t then makes
S B
t)
clear that (Bjz;
increases in z, as the following holds for any z 0 > z.
(Bjz; )
(Bjz 0 ; vt ) (Bjz; v)
(Bjz 0 ; v) (Bjz; vt )
Z 1
Z t
Z 1
0 0
0
=
g (s jz ) ds
vB (s) g (sjz) ds +
vB (s0 ) g (s0 jz) ds
t
1
t
Z t
Z 1
Z 1
0
0
0 0
0
vB (s) g (sjz ) ds +
vB (s ) g (s jz ) ds
g (s0 jz) ds0
1
t
t
Z 1Z t
=
vB (s) [g (s0 jz 0 ) g (sjz) g (sjz 0 ) g (s0 jz)] dsds0
t

1

> 0

t)
implies that (Bjz; vt ) > (Bjz; v) if and only if z
The monotonicity of (Bjz;
(Bjz; )
exceeds some z. Pr (w = B) (or, more succinctly, Pr (B)) is monotonic in (B), so
Pr (Bjz; vt ) > Pr (Bjz; v) and

f (zjB; vt ) =

f (z) Pr (Bjz; v)
f (z) Pr (Bjz; vt )
>
= f (zjB; v)
Pr (B; vt )
Pr (B; v)

for any z > z, as well.27 Since f (zjB; vt ) and f (zjB; v) are single-crossing, F (zjB; vt )
…rst-order stochastically dominates F (zjB; v), implying that E (zjB; vt ) > E (zjB; v).
The utility di¤erence u (x; z) = u (xB ; z) u (xA ; z) between the two candidates’
platforms reduces as follows,
u (x; z) =
(z xB )2 + (z xA )2
= 2 (xB xA ) (z x)
so that the welfare di¤erence

W = Ej;z [u (xj ; z) ; vt ]

Ej;z [u (xj ; z) ; v] between the

27
Increasing (B) causes a …rst-order stochastic dominance increase in the distribution of NB , thus
increasing Pr (NB > NA ) (for any realization of NA , and therefore unconditionally). Pr (NA < NB )
similarly decreases in , so Pr (B) Pr (A) = Pr (NA < NB ) Pr (NA > NB ) and therefore Pr (B)
both increase in .
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two voting strategies can be seen to be positive.
Ez fu (xA ; z) [Pr (Ajz; vt ) Pr (Ajz; v)] + u (xB ; z) [Pr (Bjz; vt ) Pr (Bjz; v)]g
Ez f u (x; z) [Pr (Bjz; vt ) Pr (Bjz; v)]g
2 (xB xA ) Ez f(z x) [Pr (Bjz; t ) Pr (Bjz; )]g
2 (xB xA ) fPr (Bjz; vt ) [E (zjB; vt ) x] Pr (B; v) [E (zjB; v) x]g
2 (xB xA ) Pr (B; v) [E (zjB; vt ) E (zjB; v)]
0

W =
=
=
=
=
>

Here, the …nal equality holds because Pr (B; vt ) = Pr (B; v) by the de…nition of vt .
Welfare W = E [u (x; v) ; vt ] is continuous in t over the compact set S of possible
thresholds, so an optimal t exists by the extreme value theorem. Since every nonideological strategy is dominated by an ideological strategy and an optimal ideological
strategy exists, this is the optimal voting strategy for the game. In a common interest
game such as this, McLennan (1998) shows that any behavior that is socially optimal
is also individually optimal, and thus constitutes an equilibrium. By Lemma 1, there
is only one such strategy, denoted here by v = vt .
t)
Proof of Lemma 3.
As the proof of Lemma 2 notes, (Bjz;v
increases in z,
(Ajz;vt )
implying that a unique state z (t) minimizes j (Ajz (t) ; vt )
(Bjz (t) ; vt )j, where
z (t) = 1 for t su¢ ciently low and z (t) = 1 for t su¢ ciently high.
(Ajz; vt ) and
(Bjz; vt ) also increase and decrease in t (see (8) and (9)), so z (t) increases in t. As
n grows large, Prn (P jz) decreases to zero for any z, but as Myerson (2000) shows, the
magnitude of Prn (P jz) shrinks at rate p1n for z = z (t) and at rate e n for all other z.
Thus, f (zjP ) converges to a degenerate distribution with unit mass on z (t), implying
that lim E (zjP ) = z (t) and lim V (zjP ) = 0. Note that z (t) has the same sign

n!1

n!1

(Bjz = 0; v0 ) = 21 . Therefore,
8 the right-hand side
< 1 if z (t) < x
1
br
0 if z (t) = x . Let
of (6) converges to z(t) , implying that limn!1 tn (t; x) =
:
1 if z (t) > x
tx denote the solution to z (t) = x, which is unique since z (t) increases in t. For
any " there is an n large enough that tbr
") > tx + " and tbr
".
n (tx
n (tx + ") < tx
br
Since tn (t) decreases in t, this implies that tn 2 (tx "; tx + "). In other words,
t1 (x)
lim tn (x) = tx . Equivalently, z (t1 (x)) = x.
as t, because

(Ajz = 0; v0 ) =

n!1

Proof of Theorem 1.
Since equilibirum voting is ideological (by Lemma 1),
(jjz; vn ) are given by (8) and (9). Since G (sjz) satisfy MLRP, these decrease
and increase in z, respectively. Lemma 3 implies that, for a sequence (vn ) of equilibrium voting strategies, lim (Ajz = x; vn ) = lim (Bjz = x; vn ) = 21 , implying
n!1

that lim

n!1

(Ajz; vn ) >

1
2

> lim

n!1

n!1

(Bjz; vn ) for z < x and lim

n!1
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(Ajz; vn ) <

1
2

<

lim

n!1

(Bjz; vn ) for z > x. By the law of large numbers,

bility to lim

n!1

NB
NA +NB

converges in proba-

(Bjz; vn ), so lim Pr (Ajz; vn ) = 1 if z < x and lim Pr (Bjz; vn ) = 1 if
n!1

n!1

z > x. In either of these cases, lim Pr (w = j jz) = 1. This equality holds for z = x,
n!1
as well, since A and B are equidistant from z in that case, so w = A and w = B both
imply w = j . Since lim Pr (w = j jz; vn ) = 1 for all z, lim Pr (w = j ; vn ) = 1
n!1
n!1
unconditionally.
Proof of Lemma 4. The expectation of uj = u (xw ; z) + 1w=j can be written as
follows,
"
#
X
Ew;z (uj ; t ) = Ez
u (xw ; z) Pr (wjz; xA ; xB ; t ) + Pr (w = j; xA ; xB ; t )
w=j; j

(10)
and is continuous with respect to xB over the compact set X of platforms, so an
optimum xbr
B exists by the extreme value theorem. Di¤erentiating (10) with respect
to xB yields the following,
@E [u (x; z) ; t ] @t (x) @ x
@ Pr (B; t )
+
@t (x)
@ x @xB
@xB
@ Pr (B; t ) @ (B; t ) @ x
= Ez [2 (z xB ) Pr (Bjz; t )] +
@ (B; t )
@x
@xB
1 @ Pr (B; t ) @ (B; t ) @t (x)
= 2 Pr (B) [E (zjB; t ) xB ] +
(11)
2 @ (B; t ) @t (x)
@x

@E (uB )
@u (xB ; z)
= Ez
Pr (Bjz;
@xB
@xB

t

) +

which reduces as it does because t characterizes equilibrium voting behavior for
all platform pairs, by Lemma 1, and t is socially optimal, by Proposition 1, so
@E[u(x;z); t ]
= 0.
@t (x)
B)
When = 0, @E(u
has the same sign as E (zjw = B) xB . This is positive for
@xB
xB = 1, negative for xB = xA " with " su¢ ciently small, positive for xB = xA + ",
and negative for xB = 1, implying the existence of a local optimum in ( 1; xA ) and
br
another in (xA ; 1), both of which satisfy xbr
. Whichever of these
B = E zjB; xA ; xB ;
generates higher expected utility is the best response to xA . Symmetrically, the best
br
response to xB exists and satis…es xbr
.
A = E zjA; xA ; xB ;

Proof of Theorem 1. If (xA ; xB ) = ( x; x) then x = 0, so by Lemma 1, voters
respond in equilibrium with an ideological voting strategy with
(0) = 0. This
generates symmetric voting outcomes: (Ajz) = (Bj z) and therefore Pr (Ajz) =
Pr (Bj z), implying that Pr (A) = Pr (B) = 21 and E (zjA) = E (zjB). From
t)
t)
(11), noting that @ Pr(A;
, this also implies that @E(uA ;xA@x=A x;xB =x) =
= @ Pr(B;
@t
@t
@E(uB ;xA = x;xB =x)
.
@xB

These derivatives are (symmetrically) linear in x, so there exists
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@E(uA ;xA = x ;xB =x )
@xA
@E(uB ;xA = x;xB =x)
for x < x
@xB

x such that

=

@E(uB ;xA = x ;xB =x )
@xB

= 0 but

@E(uA ;xA = x;xB =x)
@xA

>

and inequalities are reversed for x > x , implying
) constitutes a PBE.
0 if z < x
Proposition 1 implies that lim Pr (Bjz) =
, so lim Pr (B) = 1
1 if z > x
n!1
n!1
@ Pr(B)
F (x), lim E (zjB) = E (zjz > x), and lim @ x = f (x). Accordingly, (11)
n!1
n!1
reduces to the following.
0>
that ( x ; x ;

@E (uB )
= 2 [1
n!1
@xB
lim

When

F (x)] [E (zjz > x)

xB ]

1
f (x)
2

= 0, this expression is zero if and only if lim xbr
B;n = E (zjz > x).

corresponding best response for A approaches lim

n!1

requires that

xA +xB
2

n!1
xbr
A;n =

(12)
The

E (zjz < x). Equilibrium

= x, so the limit of equilibrium platforms xA;1 = lim xA;n

n!1
xA;1 +xB;1
. This
2

E(zjz<x1 )+E(zjz>x1 )
2

and xB;1 = lim xB;n must satisfy
= x1 =
n!1
is satis…ed for x1 = 0, given the symmetry of F , but no other solution exists, because the log-concavity of F implies that E (zjz < x) and E (zjz > x), and therefore
E(zjz<x)+E(zjz>x)
, all increase in x with slope smaller than one.
2
Proof of Theorem 2. For any symmetric platform pair, x = t (x) = 0. Other
t )
> 0
than xB , the terms in (11) are the same for any such pair. Since @@Pr(B;
(B; t )
(as explained in Footnote 27), @ @t(B;(x)t ) < 0 (as can be seen in (9)), and @t@ x(x) >
0 (by Lemma 1), this expression decreases linearly in , and is negative for any
Pr(B)[xB E(zjB)]
. In that case, the only platform-symmetric BNE is
> = @ Pr4(B;
t ) @ (B; t ) @t (x)
@

(B;

t

)

@t (x)

(xA ; xB ) = (0; 0). For
1
2

@ Pr(B;
@ (B;

@x

E (zjB) +
< , (11) equals zero if and only if xB = xbr
B ( )
br
This …nal product is negative, so xB ( ) decreases in in

t ) @ (B; t ) @t (x)
.
@t (x)
@x
t )

that case.

Proof of Theorem 3. As n grows large,
reduces to the following,

@E(uB )
@xB

@E (uB )
= [E (zjz > 0)
n!1
@xB
lim

approaches (12). For x = 0, this

xB ]

1
f (0)
2

which is negative for all xB if E (zjz > 0) 21 f (0)
0, implying that candidate
B (and, symmetrically, candidate A) cannot improve on the platform pair (0; 0).
Otherwise, xB = E (zjz > 0) 12 f (0) (together with xA = xB ) satis…es the limiting
…rst-order condition for equilibrium.
Proof of Theorem 2.

Lemma 2 states that the equilibrium voting strategy
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t

optimally responds to any pair (xA ; xB ) 2 X 2 of candidate platforms, so a search
for an optimal strategy vector reduces to a search for optimal candidate platforms
xA;n ; xB;n . Since expected utility is continuous over the compact set X 2 of such
platform pairs, an optimal pair exists by the extreme value theorem. When = 0,
candidates share a common preference with each other and with voters. Since all
players of a game share a common interest in that case, a strategy vector that is
socially optimal is also individually optimal, as McLennan (1998) points out, and so
constitutes a PBE. The limiting equilibrium platform is then given by Theorem 1.
For candidate B, expected utility can then be written as

Proof of Example 7.
follows,
E (uB ) =

Z " X
X

#

u (xw ; x^B ) Pr (wjz) + Pr (Bjz) f (z) dz

w=A;B

with the following derivative,
@E (uB )
=
@xB

Z

2 (xB

x^B ) Pr (Bjz) + [2 (xB

X

=

2 (xB

=

(xB

@ Pr (Bjz) @ x
f (z) dz
@x
@xB
@ Pr (B)
x) + ]
@x

xA ) (^
xB

1
[2 (xB xA ) (^
xB
2
1
@ Pr (B)
x^B ) + (4xB x^B + )
2
@x
x^B ) Pr (B) +

x) + ]

(13)

xB , x = 0, and Pr (B) = 12 . With strategic
0 if z < x
voting, the jury theorem implies that lim Pr (Bjz) =
, so lim Pr (B) =
1 if z > x
n!1
n!1
@ Pr(B)
@E(uB )
1
1 F (x) and lim @ x = f (x) = 2 , and the solution to @xB = 0 approaches
where the …nal equality imposes xA =

n!1

xB;1 =

x
^B 14
1+2^
xB

, from which the result is immediate.

Proof of Example 8. Since E (zjsi ) = 31 si , a naive voter votes B if si > 3x. Thus,
R 3x
(Bjz) = 1 G (3xjz), where G (3xjz) = 1 12 (1 + sz) ds = 12 (3x + 1)+ 14 z (9x2 1).
Candidate B wins in a large election if (Bjz) exceeds 21 , so lim Pr (B) = 1
n!1

6(1 9x2 ) 6x( 18x)

F 1 6x9x2 and lim @ Pr(B)
= f 1 6x9x2
= 6f (0) = 3. With
@x
(1 9x2 )2
n!1
welfare motivated candidates, expected utility can then be written as follows,
#
Z " X
E (uB ) =
u (xw ; z) Pr (wjz) + Pr (Bjz) f (z) dz
X

w=A;B
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with the following derivative,
Z
@ Pr (Bjz) @ x
@E (uB )
=
2 (xB z) Pr (Bjz) + [2 (xB xA ) (z x) + ]
f (z) dz
@xB
@x
@xB
X
=
2 [xB E (zjB)] Pr (B)
Z
Z
1
@ Pr (Bjz)
@ Pr (Bjz)
+
2 (xB xA )
z
f (z) dz +
f (z) dz
2
@x
@x
X
X
1 @ Pr (B)
(14)
=
[xB E (zjz > 0)] +
2
@x
z)
z)
where the third equality follows because @ Pr(Bj
= @ Pr(Aj
=
@x
@x
R @ Pr(Bjz)
1
f ( z) = f (z), so X z @ x f (z) dz = 0. This approaches 2 xB
B)
large, so the solution to @E(u
= 0 approaches xB;1 = 12 32 .
@xB

@ Pr(Bjz)
@x
3
2

and
as n grows

Proof of Example 9. With naive voters, @ Pr(B)
approaches 3, as in Example
@x
@E(uB )
8. With sel…sh candidates, @xB is given by (13) from Example 7. The latter
B)
approaches lim @E(u
=
xB 12
n!1 @xB
from which the claim is immediate.

Proof of Example 10.
1
2

1
2

If x^A =

3
2

1
2

(2xB + ), which is zero if xB;1 =

and x^B =

1
2

then (13) reduces to

1
8

3
8

@E(uB )
@xB

,
=

@ Pr(B)
.
@x

xB
When voters vote their signals, a simple modi…ca+ (2xB + )
=
tion of the proof of Example 8 shows that (Bjz) > 21 if z > 1 2xx2 , so limn!1 @ Pr(B)
@x
@E(uB )
1, and the solution to @xB = 0 approaches xB;1 = 14 (1
), from which the claim
is immediate.
Proof of Example 11. For …nite n, candidate B wins the election if and only if
the median realized ideal point, x^m , exceeds x. Since x^m approaches the median of
0 if x < 0
G which is zero, lim Pr (B) =
. Thus, lim @ Pr(B)
= 1 for x = 0,
@x
1 if x > 0
n!1
n!1
implying for any that the limit of (13) is negative for any xA = xB pair, including
B)
for xA = xB = 0. Thus, any sequence of solution to @E(u
= 0 approaches xB;1 = 0.
@xB
Consider …rst the case of welfare motivated candidates
0 if z < 0
and strategic voters. Proposition 1 ensures that lim Pr (B) =
in that
1 if z > 0
n!1
B)
case, so lim @ Pr(B)
= 0, and (14) reduces to @E(u
= (xB 1), which is positive
@
x
@x
B
n!1
for any xB < 1 and zero if xB = 1, yielding the desired result. If voters vote their
1 1
signals, (Bjz) = 1 G (xjz) exceeds 12 either if z = 1 and
jz = 1 or if
2
8 x>G
< 0 if x > G 1 12 jz = 1
1 if x < G 1 21 jz = 1
z = 1 and x > G 1 21 jz = 1 . Therefore, lim Pr (B) =
n!1
:
Pr (z = 1) otherwise
Proof of Example 12.
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= 1 ; G 1 12 jz = 1
. Again, (14) is
0 otherwise
positive unless xB < 1 (except the two points at which it is negative). A similar
conclusion holds if voters vote their signals, in which case (Bjz) = 1 G (3xjz),
1 if x 2 13 G 1 12 jz = 1 ; 13 G 1 21 jz = 1
so lim @ Pr(B)
=
. If candidates
@x
0 otherwise
n!1
B)
are sel…sh with x^A = 1 and x^B = 1 then (13) reduces to @E(u
= (xB 1) +
@xB
@ Pr(B)
@x
n!1

and lim

1
2

=

1 if x 2 G

1

1
jz
2

(4xB + ) @ Pr(B)
, producing the same conclusion.
@x
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